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Should I stop trying to be politically correct in my
columns, stop trying to find the positives of short track
racing and say what I really feel sometimes?
Why does one photographer hate me? Maybe there are
more and they just aren’t saying anything?

Publisher
Dan Plan

Will this paper ever get kicked out of a racetrack again?
I counted almost 40 Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks that
have raced at Elko Speedway and Raceway Park this
year. Wouldn’t it be cool if 30 of them showed up for the
Thunder Car Nationals in September, and maybe a few
out of state drivers?
Why do dirt track drivers travel so far, but asphalt racers
rarely cross state lines?

Dan Plan
For this issue, I’ll steal one of the topics often used
through the years by our publications founder, Rob Hahn.
Rob would occasionally have column on random thoughts.
Here are some of the random thoughts I’ve had this year.
Why does it always seem to stop raining after the tracks
try their hardest to get the show in?
Don’t you think those walls look awesome with a fresh
coat of paint?
Why do asphalt racers practice so much? I’ve seen many
big dirt track shows where the drivers only get a couple of
laps of practice, and that’s it. Dirt track guys (and gals)
don’t spend all day (or two days) practicing, well except
for the Trucks at Eldora.
Weren’t the NASCAR Trucks cool at Eldora?
What does John Force think of his daughter Courtney
Force posing nude in ESPN The Magazine?

Why can’t a tire be developed for racing that’s just as fast
with a sticker on it as it is with a dozen heat cycles and
200 laps?
If tire softener were actually beneficial to your health,
would it be more welcomed in short track racing?
Why do some people just naturally think somebody is
cheating when they are fast?
Why do drivers seem to be able to pass more cars when
they are angry?
Why do some drivers seem to wreck more cars when they
are angry?
Miscellaneous News and Notes;
As mentioned earlier in this column, there are a large
number of Area Sportsmen/Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks
near my local racing scene. It was great to see the biggest
turnout of the year for the Scott Kingery Memorial Race.
The race reminded me of the very first Thunder Car
Nationals, as it appeared to be bad luck to be in the lead.
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Thoma’s bumper. Not sure if Thoma was just driving
carefully to make sure he retained the lead and didn’t slip
up, or if Tate’s car got better at the end.

Going in
Circles

I was kind of surprised, as only a few Rockford regulars ran
this event. Really, though, the season is wearing thin for
some of the competitors, who have raced here and
elsewhere, and were especially busy during the time frame
around the Fourth of July.
Robby Robinson was out for the first time in a Roadrunner
class car. “I ran pretty well in hot laps,” Said Robby.
“Only my first time out, I’ve only got a few laps in the car.
We’ll just see how things go and take it from there.” He
placed second in his heat and was running competitively in
the feature. Overall, a good night for the youngster whose
racing experience had been formerly in Bandit class four
cylinder cars for the most part.

Charlie Spry
My travels found me attending the GNSS (Great Northern
Sportsman Series) show at the Rockford Speedway as a
part of their “Wild Wednesday” show. Only the second
event of the series, several drivers from various tracks
attended for the sportsman portion of the show.
Jim Tate Jr. started on the outside of the front row at the
start of the feature, and given his dominance in S.
Wisconsin short track sportsman racing this season, I and
many others figured the race would be for second place.
However, local favorite Doug Bennett tasted the lead
shortly, as fast qualifier Jason Thoma surprised a few by
moving up through the pack, eventually taking over the
lead and the win. Although he passed Tate, Tate seemed
to find his stride late in the event and caught back up to

Some different drivers have been showing up in the late
model division on various nights, as Adam Peschek, Jody
Krueger, and Andy Brinkman have all participated at least
one night. I’ve heard of some others that plan on making a
showing soon, including some who have quite a long
distance to travel!

Seventy-three year old Gene Marocco seemed to have the
reflexes of someone much younger, as he was sharp on a
restart and flew through the pack to take the win in the
Roadrunner feature over Billy Robinson, while Charlie
Frisch seems dominant in the Bandit class, winning the
feature once again, while Daniel Opsahl won the figureeight, Wanda Dobbs won the WWOW (Winged Women
On Wheels) feature, Trevor Addams won the super cups,
Vern Brown won the open wheel misfits feature, and
Dwight Dunlap won the fendered misfits feature. Not to be
outdone, Charlie Roland won the spectator drags event in
his black Camaro. Fans of spectator racing back in the
seventies might remember Charlie’s Mom, Barb Goudy,
who won frequently in these events in another black
Camaro.

Ron Bishofberger is separating himself from his
competition, as he pulls away in the point standings,
seeking his fifth track title here. He has won feature events
on two occasions this year, and looks poised for more.

The newest late model
racer at the Columbus
151 Speedway would
have to be Hunter
Drefahl. The third
generation driver is the
son of former competitor
Bill Drefahl Jr., who raced
at Madison, Jefferson,
Columbus and others
from about 1999 to 2004
or so. He is also the
Grandson of Bill Sr., who
raced at Madison from
the late 1970’s through
the early-mid 1980’s.
Hunter is racing the car

Took in the “White Knight 99+1” show at the Marshfield
Motor Speedway on a rare Thursday night date for the
track. The event was in honor of Wisconsin racing legend
Dick Trickle, and brought out a great group of super lates
from throughout Wisconsin and the Michigan U.P. Steve
Holzhausen won the feature, his third in a row here. Steve
stated that he remembered racing against Dick, and that he
helped him out a great deal. There were a few competitors
present tonight who had raced against Dick, Don
“Thunder” Turner, Monte Gress, Jack Greenwood, Rich
Bickle, and probably a couple more that I missed. For all, it
was an honor to be a part of this race, whether it was in a
super late model or a Bandit or X-Treme four cylinder.

Jim Tate Jr. won the Great North Sportsman Series show at Rockford Speedway

(Jimmy Ambruoso photo)

that his Dad drove back in the day, an ex-Bill Leindecker
ride. He did pretty well for his first night ever in the car, as
he said, “My goal is to NOT spin out all night, and stay out
of the way of the others.” Mission accomplished, as he
never spun out, and did a great job of moving over when
getting lapped, which didn’t happen until lap 32 of the 35
lap feature. He had never even driven the car prior to the
first night, so he did well. His second night out he qualified
nearly a second faster than the first night. He has several
years of racing experience in karts and has also raced in the
Bandit division at Rockford this year.

The Bandit division has provided fans with some
outstanding racing this year, and the track is quickly
becoming known as one of the most competitive venues for
the division anywhere. Feature laps have been increased
from 18 to 25 laps in honor of this feat.
Merek Pankow brought his Jefferson International car to
run tonight with the hobby stocks. “They’re going to blow
by me on the straights, but I’ll be able to get them in the
corners,” Said Merek. He ran very well.

Going In Circles
continued on page 8
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creating numerous fender benders
and skirmishes. When the dust and
smoke had cleared however, it was
Jim Sauter Jr., outmaneuvering one
and all to take the night’s headlining
race, the 40 lap Super Late Model
Jim Sauter Jr., winner of the 40 lap Super Late Model Feature July 12th
Feature event. Sauter’s mid-feature
at Golden Sands Speedway
field start gave him a bit of an
advantage as he grabbed the lead
before half the race was even
completed. While nearly everyone
else bumped and ground their way
to the front, Sauter extended his lead
and cruised to a relatively easy win.
Following Sauter Jr., after 40 laps
were Mike Egan who got through
everything unscathed, Eugene
Gregorich Jr., who had a very altered
hood and fenders from an early
crash, Frank Nitzke who went over
Gregorich Jr’s hood, suffering substantial damage in the
very good. It’s not that long ago most presentations at
same crash, Troy Nelson, Tim Hintz, M.G. Gajewski,
local speedways were pretty weak and too short. I know
Amanda Ferguson, Steve Litchfield and Dave Neitzke.
these displays cost a substantial amount of money but
increased attendance was the case at the tracks I witnessed
The Pure stock main event featured much in the same type
them at this year…Made another trip to the Mississippi
of “crazy racing “ action as winner Richard Dunn was
Thunder Speedway of Fountain city, WI. here recently and
booted out of the way as the checkered flag waved but still witnessed Lucas Shott win the Modified A main. The name
It was off to the homeland of Central Wisconsin here
crossed the finish line first! Super stocks, 4 cylinder
Schott was appropriate as Lucas looked like he was shot
recently to catch some racing action at our preferred track
machines and the cruiser divisions also provided more than out of a cannon after a restart taking the lead from a startled
for many years, Golden Sands Speedway of Plover, WI.
their fair share of excitement but all survived the night and
Josh Angst and cruising to the win. Angst wound up 2nd
will certainly be back for more at the next scheduled
with Eric Pember 3rd. The B mods were actually the featured
The 1/3 mile high banked paved oval has always held a
program. All in all it was great to be back at the home track
attraction on the night with Cory Crapser taking a $1,000
special place for this scribe as it is one of the first tracks I
stomping grounds and with a little luck we’ll be back for
victory in their Feature event…40 laps of NASCAR Late
attended events regularly at way back when. It also holds
more yet this year.
Model racing were on tap for the night at La Crosse
the distinction of being one of the most historic venues as
Fairgrounds Speedway, West Salem, WI., July 20th and it
it was the beginning of high speed racing on a high banked GS notes and quotes…”Girls just want to have fun” Yes,
was J. Herbst and Mike Koenecke taking wins in the two 20
surface as compared to the relatively flat tracks that existed that is a line from a popular song in the ‘80s but did it apply lap mains. Other feature winners included Jimmy Gilster in
prior to its construction. First opened in 1967 by Sam
to Super Late Model competitors Amanda Ferguson and
Sportsman action, his first of the year and David Cavin in
Bartus the track has seen numerous operators through the
Paige Decker who were racing for 2nd position. For a while
the Thunderstoxs…And in the unbelievable but true
years with the Basseuner family holding court since 1994.
anyway, until they made contact causing a caution flag
department an ordinance is being considered in the
There is still that aura about the place as well, as tight,
which relegated both to a back of the field restart position
community of Deer Trail, CO., to allow the hunting of
exciting racing is the norm rather than exception. The action when the race resumed. Neither finished where they were
Drones. Yes, those drones, do you know of any other? The
here on July 12th was no exception as the boys and girls
before the contact so at that point fun more than likely took Federal Aviation Administration has warned those
were pretty feisty on the night.
on a new meaning…Tim Hintz had a solid 6th place run in
attempting this may be prosecuted. Well DUH! I don’t like
the Super Late Feature after leading a number of laps. The
the big brother is watching you scenario created by these
finish was note worthy in that Hintz is racing with a lower
drones spying on us, but passing an ordinance allowing
Feisty might be kind in this case as both boys and girls
cost Crate Engine against the more open and higher dollar
them to be shot down? This is America folks, that’s kind of
didn’t seem to want to share the power playground
engine group…When is it best to settle for the position
a bizarre and downright dangerous way to protest
you are in rather than go for the gusto and the
something…
checkered flag? When that/those positions get
you into the main event as opposed to in the
Looking back on Sunday afternoon, May 5th, 1968 it was
trailer the rest of the night. Two drivers, and they
Dick Trickle taking the 25 lap Feature win at Golden Sands
shall remain nameless, were in those positions in
Speedway. Following Trickle were Jim Back and Marlin
the B Main, far ahead of the field no less, when
Walbeck. The 20 lap Semi-Feature on the night went to
they tangled with just a few laps left taking both
Dick Schultz followed by Dave Marcis and John
out of contention for a Feature start. Who says
Wehrenberg. The consolation race went to Dick Ames
it’s about the money. The cloth checkers are far
followed by Dick Walkush and Louis Hojnacki. Heat race
more important…Matt Pyburn was involved in a
victors were Ray Hoffman, Ray Knutson, Dave Marcis and
mishap that prevented him from making the Super
Marv Marzofka. Fast qualifying honors on the day went to
Late Feature but it certainly helped Gregorich Jr.,
Marlin Walbeck at 14:02 seconds. Found some cool info I
get his 3rd place finish. With the Gregorich Jr.,
had compiled pertaining to late Model Feature winners at
front end a mess after an early race wreck, Pyburn
Golden Sands Speedway from 1967 thru 1983. Dick Trickle
who was standing by used surgical precision in
headed the list with 68 followed by Tom Reffner at 50, Jim
sticking it back together utilizing many feet of
Back 25, Marv Marzofka 23, and Mike Miller rounding out
duct tape that held the car together for the rest of
the top five with 22. Mark Martin even won a feature at the
the event…Speaking of Pyburn, much of the
track during that time period.
machine he is racing consists of the old Keith
Witt Sportsman car built back in 1992! According
News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P. Danielski at
to Pyburn, “Even being that old you can still make Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI
them go.”
54650, at 608-783-5827 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com
Unbeknownst to most Dick Trickle raced and won with this
, www.starmakermultimedia.com
car in 1976, a Chevy Nova owned by Jim Bohmsach.
Here
and
there…Have
seen
my
share
of
fireworks
Bohmsach also raced the car.
displays at race tracks this year and all have been

Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski

Dale's Picture from the past
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CEDAR VIEW ELECTRIC
Driver of the Week
Matt Wiebusch
Hometown - Shakopee, MN
Division - Thunder Car/Hobby Stock

2013 IMCA Old Timers Schedule
AUGUST 15 Wisconsin International Raceway
AUGUST 16 Golden Sands Speedway (Tentative)
AUGUST 16 To 18 18th Annual Vintage Race Car Reunion
Hamilton County Speedway Webster City, IA
AUGUST 22 to SEPTEMBER 2 Minnesota State Fair
SEPTEMBER 14

Marshfield Super Speedway

www.cedarviewelectric.com
OCTOBER 6

Oktoberfest Weekend LaCrosse Speedway

Check out www.IMCAOldtimers.com for full schedule

Coming in the next issue of

Retro Issue
AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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Remaining 2013 Winged Sprint Shows
**SATURDAY** August 17 - Kouba Memorial Race
Thunder in the Valley #5
UMSS Winged Sprint Cars: Upper Midwest Sprint Car Series
Traditional Sprints: Traditional Sprint Car Series
Winged Micro Sprints: Micro Sprint League of the UMSS
Pure Stock's, Future IV's

Traditional Sprints Racing Friday Nights 08/02, 08/09, 08/23, 08/30

FRONT GA
TE OPENS @ 5:30PM RACING @ 7:05PM
GATE

Brent Kane (top photo) picked up the win in the 50-lap Scott Kingery Memorial race.
2013 Elko Speedway Hall of Fame inductee Bill Oas and family.

(Martin DeFries photos)

Publishers Note from page 3
First Daryl Blohm had a flat while in the lead, and then
Conrad Jorgenson had to go into the pits under caution
while in the lead. Brent Kane was in the right place at the
right time and drove away for the win. The frightening
wreck at the beginning of the race, looked to be the end of
“Project X” driven by Curt Barfknecht. Our sources
indicate the car can be repaired with a few new metal
pieces, and the driver will have some new metal pieces put
into his ankle as well for a late season return to action.
A couple of young drivers (Michael Beamish and Kyle
Kirberger) have recently had strong showings in the Big 8
division. Both have lead the majority of laps in a feature,
only to be passed late in the going. I’m going to predict a
win is just around the corner for these two guys.

We’ve seen some
aggressive driving recently
for the win. We’re not here
to say whether this type of
racing is right or wrong, or
who’s at fault. There’s one thing for sure, it gets people
talking about short track racing, and that my friend is a
good thing.
The Elko Hall of Fame inducted Bill Oas this year. We had a
chance to meet up with Bill prior to the evening and taped a
segment for the Race Night TV show. It was a pleasure to
meet Bill, and I always enjoy meeting the folks that were
active in the sport when I was a kid and helped make the
sport what it is today.
The USMTS cars are returning to Cedar Lake Speedway to
make up their rained out Saturday night porting of The
Masters. We’re looking forward to seeing a mid-week show
at CLS for the first time in a long time on Wednesday
August, 14.

And finally, with the month of August, we start to think of
all of the big special events. Some are big and some are
special. One of the special events we look forward to each
year is the Behrens Memorial event at Elko. The Behrens
event has turned into a “retro event” of sorts, with many
folks dragging out jackets and T-shirts from the late 1980’s
and early 1990’s. Our next issue of the year will be our
second annual retro issue as a tribute to The Checkered
Flag Racing News. It just seems fitting to have our retro
issue available for the Behrens Memorial on August 17.

wwww.speedtalkon1360.com

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Going In Circles from page 4

Rich Bickle has stated that this will be his last year of
racing, and he is making the most of it, racing all over the
state as well as some at Grundy. Before the season is over,
I am sure he will be visiting more and more tracks. He
finished fifth tonight, after making a late race charge, flying
by several cars on the outside during the last few laps, after
it seemed he was mired in 10th place.
Nice to see some Norway, Mich. cars make the trip down to
run. Always good to see some new faces and cars.
A couple of rain showers appeared to possibly threaten the
event, as a beautiful rainbow appeared over the track, Dick
seemingly saying, “I’m here, let’s race!” The show was
completed once the rain went away, and with a $4.99
admission price, a great crowd was on hand, probably
would have been even more if not for the weather.
The two four cylinder classes ran as well, and were a good
compliment to the super lates. Adam Eckes dominated the
X-Treme four cylinder class, while Randy Polansky took
the Bandit four cylinder main event.
This past Saturday night I once again returned to the
Rockford Speedway for round three of the Gilley’s Cool
Five series. Alex Papini won the late model feature tonight,

Page 8

his sixth regular season feature win. He has been very
consistent and professional about his whole racing
program, and his driving style is very similar to his Dad’s.
Tonight he had to hold off Ricky Bilderback for the win,
something that is not easy to do. I’ve been very impressed
with Alex, as he is clearly putting plenty of time and effort
into his racing this year.

live just down the road, and I can afford to do this.” As for
the supposed age obstacle? “I’m in good shape. I bowl, I
race. If I wasn’t in good shape, I wouldn’t be able to do
this.” Gene won the championship back in 2006, and is
always a top contender. He has no plans on moving onto
another division, saying, “Maybe if I was younger I would,
but this is just fine for me.”

Howie Ware won the sportsman feature, as the battle was
for second between Bobby Frisch and Johnny Robinson.
Frisch pulled second place off at the end. Nice side by side
racing, but not to take anything away from Ware, who ran a
great race and got a much deserved win. Nice to see
Deanna Chandler get her first win in the sportsman class
here, as she grabbed a heat race victory. Deanna is all of
fourteen years old, having previously raced in go-karts,
Bandolero’s and Allison Legacy cars, so she has been
around. She was so excited after the race that it took her a
little while to get out of the car!

Jason Van Hise won the Roadrunner feature, in a tight
contest with Dennis Smith Jr., and a couple of others. The
Roadrunners always put on a good show here.

Had a nice chat with Roadrunner racer Gene Marocco, who
as stated earlier is seventy-three years old. “I didn’t start
racing until I was sixty,” Said Gene. “I ran in one of the
businessmen vs. police grudge races, and decided that it
was so much fun that I built a Roadrunner, and have been
at it ever since.” He is very happy racing in the
Roadrunner division, saying, “This is a good group to race
with. They don’t give you anything, but they will all help
you out. For instance, tonight I am here by myself, my
crew guy couldn’t make it, but I’ll be fine by myself. This is
really the only place I’ve ever raced, and it works for me. I

As for the “99 Chronicles” in the sportsman division, Both
Johnny Robinson and Justin Sellers had good nights with
their respective number 99 cars. Both made the dash,
where Justin finished second and Johnny third. In their
heat, Justin won, while Johnny finished third. Johnny
placed third in the feature, while Justin carded a fifth place
feature finish, seemingly much faster than earlier in the
season.

Scott Hoeft won the American Short Tracker feature, and
said it was his first feature win in almost a year. “I was
looking in the mirror for twenty-five laps. I saw that Nick
(Cina) was right behind me, but didn’t get up alongside me,
then, I saw him slide back, and I kind of put it on cruise
control, and shouldn’t have, because in no time those other
guys were right on me. I’m glad it wasn’t thirty laps.”
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Jonathan Eilen Wins the Wayne Carter Classic Calypso
Lemonade 100 at Grundy County Speedway
By Kari Shear-Carlson
Well there was lighting in the sky and sparks on the track
but that didn’t stop the 2012 ARCA Midwest Tour
Champion, i-gogs Sunglasses Touring Star Jonathan Eilen
from taking home the checkered flag in tonight’s ARCA
Midwest Tour presented by Lester Buildings and Scag
Power Equipment Wayne Carter Classic Calypso Lemonade
100 at Grundy County Speedway tonight. “Man, I didn’t
ever expect to come from 17th to win it tonight, you know?
My hats off to Chris Wimmer and Danny Fredrickson. They
put on a really tough battle,” said a happy Eilen from
victory lane.
With temps 90 plus all afternoon, it was a hot day which
turned into a hot night of a racing. It was a Weinkauf and
Weinkauf front row as the brothers led the field to the
green. DOC 360 Touring Star Jason Weinkauf was able to
pull out to the lead, but last year’s winner Eddie Hoffman
quickly tucked under Spiked Island Touring Star Chris
Weinkauf to take the second spot.
The first caution fell on lap 2 for a group of cars getting
together in turn one. At the restart J. Weinkauf once again
chose the inside followed by his brother Chris. This
allowed Eddie Hoffman to start on the inside followed by
the other #8 of Spiked Island Touring Star Jacob Goede.
J. Weinkauf once again squeezed into the lead and was
able to pull away a little bit as Hoffman had pressure from
C. Weinkauf and Jacob Goede. Goede and C. Weinkauf put
on a good battle for 3rd and i-gogs Touring Star Dan
Fredrickson was trying to stick his nose in the mix but
thought better of it. This allowed J. Weinkauf to get himself
into a comfortable lead.
The 8 of Goede was putting pressure on the 8 of Hoffman
for second while Fredrickson was looking to the inside of
C. Weinkauf for the fourth spot but the caution flew for the
second time before he was able to seal the deal. Jason
Weinkauf once again chose the inside with Goede on the
outside. Hoffman was now on the inside with Fredrickson
on the outside behind Hoffman. Goede was making a move
diving quickly into second and working on J. Weinkauf but
once again the caution flew and it was a complete restart.
Goede got a great restart and powered by J. Weinkauf
down the back stretch and began to pull away. Dan
Fredrickson was now working Hoffman on the outside, but
couldn’t get it done. DOC 360 Touring Star Nathan Haseleu
and DOC 360 Touring Star Chris Wimmer were also on the
move running nose to tail in the top six. Fredrickson was
trying to make a move on Hoffman while at the same time
getting pressure from Haseleu and Wimmer. Fredrickson
finally got under Hoffman on lap 30 and made the pass for
third. Haseleu followed suit as as did Wimmer as Hoffman

got stuck on the outside. Fredrickson was
reeling in Weinkauf lap by lap for third. He was
on the move. As they encountered lapped
traffic he was able to close in a little closer and
on lap 40 got underneath for second and set
his sights on Goede for the lead.

Doug Hornickel photo

Wimmer continued to work on Haseleu and
got him with 58 to go. Jason Weinkauf was
slipping back a little bit and Wimmer caught
him and quickly made the pass for third.
Fredrickson was closing in on Goede lap after
lap. Another caution fell with 53 to go. At the
half-way mark it was Goede, Fredrickson,
Wimmer, Haseleu, and Eilen.
This set up a fierce battle at the restart. Eilen
had moved his way into the top ten after
failing to qualify in the top 16 and starting
17th.
For the restart Goede chose the inside.
Fredrickson on the outside. Goede got a great
restart as Fredrickson settled into second, but
Wimmer was hot on his tail. Wimmer starting
looking to the inside of Fredrickson. At this
point you could throw a blanket over the top
three.
The caution flew yet again with 46 laps to go.
Once again Goede chose the inside with
Fredrickson on the outside. Wimmer and
Hoffman set up the second row.
At the restart, Dan Fredrickson drove it as
hard as he could but Wimmer got to the inside
and took second and quickly started working
on Goede. It was still the top three pulling
away a little bit from Haseleu, Eilen, Hoffman
and J. Weinkauf.
Wimmer was doing everything he could to get Goede, but
Goede shut the door. Eilen moved into fourth with 40 to go.
Wimmer got a run on the backstretch and got by Goede on
the back stretch the next lap. Fredrickson was to Goede’s
bumper with Eilen all over the back of him. Fredrickson got
to the inside of Goede and took second and Eilen followed
suit. Wimmer was able to start pulling a way a little bit as
Fredrickson and Eilen were battling for second. Eilen
looked underneath Danny and got the spot from him and
set his sights on Wimmer. Wimmer continued to pull away
from the field and Eilen was stretching out away from
Fredrickson. Fourth through tenth were running nose to tail
with Goede leading that battle. Hoffman was all over the
bumper of Goede and Haseleu was watching for things to
shake out. Haseleu dove to the inside of Goede behind
Hoffman for fifth. Eilen looked to be slowly closing in on
Wimmer with no pressure from Fredrickson. As they closed

in on lapped traffic, Wimmer hoped to use it to his
advantage as Eilen continued to close in on him.
Unfortunately it allowed Eilen to catch him and try a risky
move but wasn’t able to clear him in lapped traffic.
Eilen continued to try to dive under Wimmer amidst lapped
traffic but couldn’t seal the deal. Once they got a clearing
you could’ve have put a piece of paper between Wimmer’s
bumper and Eilen’s nose. Eilen got him going down the
backstretch but got a little sideways coming out of four,
but not enough for Wimmer retake the lead.
With seven laps to go, Eilen began to pull away from
Wimmer and won his first race of the 2013 season.
Wimmer was second followed by Fredrickson, Hoffman and
i-gogs Sunglasses Touring Star Rich Bickle.

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Hughes pockets $20,000 with World Modified Dirt Track
Championship triumph
modified came to a stop in turn
4 to bring out the race’s final
caution with seven laps to go.

USMTS Report
Two days after his 39th birthday,
Jason Hughes’ 116th career USMTS
victory Saturday night at the Deer
Creek Speedway was his biggest ever.

Scott tried his luck on the low
side of the racing surface, but
was never able to rattle Hughes
who drove to his biggest
payday in his USMTS career.

Since winning Wednesday’s main
event qualifier, Hughes had two days
to relax, watch the other preliminary
events and strategize how he would
handle the extended race distance,
fuel mileage, changing track conditions and 30 fellow racers
representing the world’s Best of the Best in dirt modified
racing. The one thing he didn’t factor in was rain, but even
Mother Nature wasn’t able to throw a wrench into his
plans. Saturday night’s main event on the high-banked 3/8mile clay oval launched with a three-wide start that saw
Jason Krohn squirt out from the middle of the front row to
take command right away.
The 2007 USMTS national champion took to the high side
of the racing surface and set a blistering pace while Terry
Phillips, Stormy Scott and Lucas Schott tried to keep pace.
By lap 10, however, Krohn’s advantage was ten car lengths
while Hughes made his way up to third.
Krohn encountered lapped cars soon thereafter and
contact with slower traffic nearly ended his run. Instead, he

Jason Hughes and family
in victory lane

Bruce Nuttleman photo
continued to scream around the top side of the track with
the bent and twisted sheet metal on the right side of his
body not appearing to slow him down.
With 18 laps in the books, a light rain began to fall just as
the yellow flag appeared for Keith Foss’ spun machine.
This gave Krohn a clear track in front of him but also put
Hughes on his rear bumper for the restart.
Back under green, the drivers tip-toed around the slippery
surface for a couple of laps before the track began to dry
off but another caution three laps later put the remaining 79
laps in question as sprinkles continued to dot the racing
surface.
Luckily, the wet stuff subsided and the on-track action got
back underway with Krohn and Hughes waging a fierce
battle for the lead. While Hughes was able to show Krohn
the nose of his mount, Krohn was able to shut him down
and keep the top spot at the flagstand.
Another caution briefly slowed the pace with 28 laps
complete. This time Hughes was finally able to inch ahead
of Krohn and secured the lead as they wrapped up the 30
circuit.
From there, Hughes pulled out to a commanding advantage
while Krohn sat solidly in second ahead of Phillips, Jason
Cummins and Brandon Davis. Behind them were Scott,
Tommy Myer, Jon Tesch, Ryan Gustin
and Rodney Sanders—all looking for a
faster way around the racetrack.
Krohn closed up behind Hughes again
with 39 laps down and the night came to
an end for Davis on lap 40 when broken
gears in his quick change rear end sent
him to the infield.

“We had a really good car all
weekend; Steve (Karver, crew
chief) had this thing dialed in
and we were pretty comfortable
out there,” Hughes said
following his seventh USMTS
win at Deer Creek, “I didn’t
want to see that caution at the
end. I hadn’t seen anybody
until then so I figured we were

running pretty good.”

Scott, who debuted a new GRT Chassis this weekend with
Eagle Motorsports, gave the team their first USMTS win in
preliminary action Friday night but wound up one spot
short in Saturday’s finale.
“I guess you have to be happy with a second against this
level of competition, but we really felt like we had
something going in,” the race’s polesitter said. “I didn’t
really have anything for Hughes at the end unless he
screwed up, and he doesn’t screw up.”

Joey Jensen, who finished second to Gustin and one spot
ahead of Hughes in last year’s WMDTC, came to life late in
the race and used the final restart to take third away from
Krohn. Krohn’s racing teammate, Rodney Sanders, finished
behind him in fifth.
Phillips held on for a sixth-place finish, Zack VanderBeek
raced from 19th to get seventh, Jason Cummins held on for
eighth and defending event winner Gustin was ninth.
Johnny Scott played the “alphabet soup” game Saturday.
He finished second in the “C” Main, then earned the 12th
and final transfer spot from the “B” Main to get the 29th
starting spot in the 100-lap main event. He finished tenth
and earned a $1,000 bonus from Red Tail Bait & Tackle for
being the race’s hard charger.

Bruce Nuttleman photo

As the laps ticked off, Hughes continued
to find the fastest way around while
Krohn remained within striking distance.
After battling with Krohn for several laps,
Scott made his way around and into the
second spot with just ten laps to go.

Bruce Nuttleman photo

But Hughes’ trip to victory lane was
delayed on the 93rd lap when Tesch’s

Mark Melchiori photo

For completing the 100-lap distance
faster than the other drivers in the
field, he was rewarded with $20,000
and the champion’s trophy at the 3rd
Annual World Modified Dirt Track
Championship presented by Bauer
Built Tire and Hanson Tire Service.

Tony Schill won the B-Mod main event at The World
Modified Dirt Modified Track Championship
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2013 USA
USA Nationals
Nationals Preview
Preview
2013
Once again, the USA Nationals will feature three full
days of Open Competion Dirt Late Model racing,
with all of the top drivers in the nation on hand.
The 2012 version, unlike some past USA Nationals
events, saw no controversy. Darrell Lanigan simply
had a flawless performance in the 25th annual event.
Lanigan’s strongest challenge came from “The Real
Deal” Don O’Neal during the middle portion of the
100-lap affair. O’Neal would eventually tag the turn
one wall and retire from the event.

Vince Peterson photo

Vince Peterson photo
USA Late Model Nationals Winners
(1988-2012)

Along with the long-standing traditions associated
with the USA Nationals, one of the newer traditions
is the annual FansFund luncheon. Rich Olson
started the FansFund a few years ago, and much to
the delight of many fans and drivers, Tom Emerson
stepped up to the plate to continue the FansFund
tradition.
Great racing, big crowds, fly overs, camping, tubing,
FansFund, after race parties and all of the other
events that take place throughout the three days
make for a great weekend.

Vince Peterson photo

What can we expect this year? It’s simple, all of the
top dirt Late Model drivers in the nation. Only a few
dozen will make the 100-lap run, and the rest will go
home. The last chance races are always an
entertaining lead-in for the main event.

1988 - Billy Moyer
1989 - Billy Moyer
1990 - Billy Moyer
1991 - Rick Aukland
1992 - Billy Moyer
1993 - Billy Moyer
1994 - Jack Boggs
1995 - Jack Boggs
1996 - Jimmy Mars
1997 - Rick Aukland
1998 - Donnie Moran
1999 - Scott Bloomquist
2000 - Davey Johnson
2001 - Dale McDowell
2002 - Rick Eckert
2003 - Scott Bloomquist
2004 - Brian Birkhofer
2005 - Dale McDowell
2006 - Scott Bloomquist
2007 - Brian Birkhofer
2008 - Scott Bloomquist
2009 - Jimmy Mars
2010 - Scott Bloomquist
2011 - Josh Richards
2012 - Darell Lanigan

Vince Peterson photo

Dan Plan photo

Dan Plan photo
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Photo Gallery

Adam Royle picked up another win at Elko Speedway
Martin DeFries photo

A.J. Diemel in victory lane the the MB Customs Car at Cedar Lake Speedway
Vince Peterson photo

Yet another victory for Mike Loomis at Cedar Lake Speedway
Vince Peterson photo

Defending Rockford champion Jerry Gille in victory lane
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

The world famous Dan Diecher and Jimmy Gilster in victory lane at LaCrosse
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Rockford Short Tracker winner Jason Bragg
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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Photo Gallery

J. Herbst picked up one the Twin 20's during the Fair at LaCrosse Speedway
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Mike Koeneke picked up a win during the Twin 20's at LaCrosse Speedway
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Midget action at Rockford Speedway
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

"Juan Pablo" John Lebens in victory lane
Martin DeFries photo

Tom Kamish puts the Trickle Mustang in victory lane once again
Martin DeFries photo

Not to be out-done by the old man, Todd Kamish went to victory lane at RWP
Martin DeFries photo
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Thrills & Spills

Martin DeFries photo

Jeff Blaser photo

Martin DeFries photo
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Nelson Closes in on CLS Career Win Total
Vince Peterson photo

Darrell Nelson lead every lap for his 3rd Modified feature
win of the season, pulling him into 5th on the all time win
list with 15 career Modified victories at CLS. He is one shy
of career total of Ron Jones.

Jason VandeKamp withstood heavy pressure from Mike
Herbison and Flyin' Ryan Olson to win his 16th career
MWM feature here at CLS, putting him first all time on the
all time MWM win list. Ryan Hensel came from 26th to 6th.

A.J. Diemel lead every lap for his 4th career LM win at
Cedar Lake Speedway, and picked up his second in a row.
Chad Mahder charged after him on the last few laps, but
Diemel held him off. The 30- lap main event went was
caution free.

Bryce Wold (in a Cedar Lake Speedway rental hornet) raced
from 8th to win a photo finish with Kris Kaphing in a wild
Hornet feature event.

Mike Loomis stormed from 18th to win his 7th Pro Stock
feature of the year here in 8 starts. Randy Davis, Tim
Borgeson and Loomis had a great race up front.

The IMCA Old Timers were also on hand with open wheel
and fendered divisios competing in heat races and main
events.

"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Vince Peterson photo

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589
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Davey Heskin Hustles To UMSS Dan Grams Memorial Win
By Greg Parent
Another strong field of 25 Upper Midwest Sprintcar Series
(UMSS) winged sprints were on hand at the St. Croix Valley
Raceway on Friday July 26 for the first running of the
UMSS Dan Grams Memorial. With weather conditions
more like early spring or fall, the racing program was held in
memory of Gaylord, Minnesota driver Dan Grams who
tragically lost his life in an automobile accident in
December of 2012. Grams had raced on several occasions
with the UMSS dating back to the fall of 2011, and he was
planning on running several times with the series in 2013.
When the final double checkers waved, Davey Heskin of
St. Michael, Minnesota hustled his Donnahue Motorsports
sprint car around the 1/4 mile dirt oval to record his first
UMSS sprint car feature victory and become the first
winner of the UMSS Dan Grams Memorial. It was Heskin’s
birthday, and he certainly gave himself a fine present with a
feature race victory. The win was not without some
anxious moments for Heskin though, as the pace was
slowed under caution on several occasions for minor
altercations or spins. With about five laps remaining in the
26 lap feature, Brooke Tatnell attempted to pass Heskin
with a slide job going into turn one. Heskin waited
patiently for Tatnell to clear, then immediately turned down
under him to retake the lead exiting turn two. Heskin led all
26 laps en route to his inaugural series win and the $1,313
payday.
With several members of the Grams family in attendance,
Lowell Grams brought his son Dan’s #13 sprint car to the
track and it was parked in Victory Lane prior to feature race
action. A smiling Heskin presented the commemorative
Dan Grams Memorial poster-style print from Track Rat
Photos to Lowell following the post-race celebration with
Dan’s sprint car serving as the backdrop to Victory Lane.
Heskin made sure to autograph the print afterwards, in
what was a class move on his part to help honor the
memory of Dan Grams.
Following the usual double round of qualifying races that
the UMSS utilizes, Brooke Tatnell was high point driver.
Tatnell redrew the #6 pill putting Heskin and Rick Kobs on
the front row. With the race distance being twice the
number of Dan Gram’s #13 sprint car, 20 drivers were set to
do battle for 26 racing laps. Heskin immediately got the
lead from his pole starting spot, as he locked his sprint car

Stan Meissner photo

into the cushion up
top. A series of five
yellows waved in the
first half of the race.
At the halfway mark,
Heskin held the top
spot over Kobs, twotime 2013 winner
Scotty Thiel, Tatnell,
and Jason Tostenson.
By the time the final
caution blinked on with
17 laps scored, Tatnell
had moved to second
for what would be the
final nine lap green flag
run to the finish.
Tatnell, the leading
winner in UMSS
history, was just
Stan Meissner photo
returning to action
after sitting out about a
month with a broken
foot and was looking for his third UMSS win of the season.
Tatnell stayed close to Heskin and made the one failed
attempt to gain the top spot. Shortly after that, the track
took some rubber up top and Heskin was able to hold off
Tatnell for the win. In the final nine laps, Tostenson drove
a strong race to finish third ahead of Thiel and Tony
Norem. After spinning on the opening lap, Norem restarted
19th and made a tremendous charge forward to the top five.
Rounding out the top ten finishers were Kobs, current
UMSS point leader Chris Graf, Tony Kaus, Ryan Wilson
and two-time UMSS Champion Jerry Richert, Jr.
Ultimate Sprint Heat race wins went to Heskin, Kobs and
Jared Goerges. Tatnell and Norem topped the two
Challenge Races. Lee Grosz had a throttle stick open
entering turn three in his heat race and ended upside down
in turn four. Although the damage to the 4J car did not
appear too serious, Grosz was done for the evening.
Various mechanical gremlins kept Jordan Wilmes, Sye
Anderson, Joseph Kouba and Brandon Allen from making
the 20-car starting grid for the main event.

Wilmes, and Cam Schafer had raced with Dan Grams on
numerous occasions primarily at Arlington and Redwood
Falls. Tostenson and Grams were close personal friends,
and Jason practically drove the wheels off his #36 sprint
car in an effort to get to the front. In the end, Tostenson
ranked highest amongst those drivers who had raced quite
a bit with Grams. Tostenson also drove several parade laps
in the Grams #13 sprinter during intermission. Several
members of the Grams family were in Victory Lane during
the break to have their photos taken following a brief
tribute to Dan Grams on behalf of the UMSS.
With added purse money thanks to tremendous
sponsorship help from Pacific Equipment and GRP
Motorsports, drivers raced for increased money in
positions 1-11 in the feature race while GRP paid 13th place
finisher Cody Hahn an additional $130 bonus. In all, a total
of $1,643 was added to the base purse. Heskin took home
the beautiful Dan Grams Memorial trophy, as the event will
certainly become an annual tradition on the UMSS
schedule each season.

It was an emotional night for several UMSS competitors, as
Jason Tostenson, Chris Graf, Brandon Allen, Jordan

Stan Meissner photo
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Elko Speedway Kingery Memorial/Hall of Fame Night
By Jason Searcy
Adam Royle from Lonsdale (MN) won the NASCAR
Whelen All American Super Late Model feature event on a
night in which his childhood hero was inducted into the
Elko Speedway Hall of Fame.
Adam’s father Jarry was the crew chief for new Elko
Speedway Hall of Fame member Bill Oas and Adam idolized
Bill as he grew up watching Oas win not only at Elko
Speedway but also traveling with the ARTGO series in the
1970’s and 1980’s.
Oas was honored at intermission for his racing
accomplishments and saluted by an appreciative crowd for
his contributions to Elko Speedway as a racer, owner and
promoter of the track.
Adam Royle started the 40 lap race on the outside of the
second row and took the lead on lap 17, holding on for the
victory over Donny Reuvers by .565 seconds. Royle now
leads Reuvers by 5 points in the closely contested point
race.
Brent Kane from Lonsdale (MN) started fourth row outside
and won the Scott Kingery memorial 50 lap main event in
the Thunder Car division. The race had 22 starters but only
15 finishers as an early big wreck and numerous spin outs
reduced the field of cars.

The Thunder Cars give the fans a 4-wide salute prior to their 50-lap main event.

(Martin DeFries photo)
the finish line. Ostdiek now leads Shon Jacobsen by
26 points in the standings.

Daryl Blohm and Conrad Jorgenson both had
strong cars but had to pit for mechanical
problems, “it was a long grueling race with lots
of cautions, my car needed a long green flag
run” said Kane.

John Lebens from Shakopee (MN) passed Tom Doten
on the last lap to win the Power Stock main event. The
two made contact on the last lap resulting in a tire
going down for Doten who held on for a second place
finish. Lebens now has a 15 point advantage in the
point standings over Paul Hamilton with Doten in
third.

Scott Kingery was a long time racer and car
owner at Elko Speedway who passed away from
cancer in March of this year. “Me and Scott
got along very well, he helped me out a lot,”
said Kane “I’m really glad we were able to win
this race for the Kingery family, it’s almost like
it was meant to be.”
Brent Kane now leads Daryl Blohm by 19 points
in the standings.

Cole Klein from Rogers (MN) won the Bandoleros
feature event and later won a new bike in victory lane
courtesy of a random drawing by Raising Kane racing.
Klein closed to within ten points of Jared Duda who is
the point leader.

Martin DeFries photo

John Lemke from Shakopee (MN) capitalized on
a late race restart to eliminate the big lead by pole sitter
Michael Bemish and win the Big 8 25 lap feature event. “I
don’t know if I would’ve won the race without that last

caution,” said Lemke “I feel bad for Michael but good for
our team.”

A nice field of IMCA old timers put on a good show
for the crowd with Royce Rossier from Plover (WI)
taking home the main event in his 1970 Chevy Nova.

The Big 8 point battle is
amazingly close now with both
Dylan Moore and Chris Marek
having mechanical problems on
Saturday night and not finishing
the race. Moore and Marek are
tied for the top spot, Nick Beaver
is only 3 pts behind and Lemke
only 4 pts behind in the
standings.

Martin DeFries photo

Michael Ostdiek from Lakeville
(MN) won his third consecutive
Great North Legends feature at
Elko Speedway edging Derek
Lemke by only .201 seconds at

Martin DeFries photo
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Powell Outruns Carlson for Late Model Feature Win
By Ashley Iwanski
LaCrosse Speedway Photos

Brad Powell outran a hard-charging Steve Carlson to come
out the victor in the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late Model
feature at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway.
Powell and Carlson started in the back of the pack and
before long Powell was taking the lead from Matt Inglett.
Coming up through the pack behind Powell was Todd
Korish, J. Herbst and Carlson.
First up to challenge Powell was Korish, but he didn’t get
far. Before Korish could make a move Carlson was on his
back bumper.
Carlson looked high, then low, and was able to slide around
Korish on the inside in the middle of turns three and four to
take the second spot.
He then set his sights on Powell.
While Carlson was trying to close the gap on the leader,
Herbst was battling Korish for the third spot.
Herbst and Korish battled back a forth for a few laps, but in
the end Herbst was able to secure the third spot.
Carlson got to the back bumper of Powell as the leaders hit
lap traffic. As they weaved through the cars Carlson was
moving in to pounce on the leader. But he never got the
chance. The checkered flag waved and Carlson finished
second.
Herbst placed third, Korish fourth and Adam Degenhardt
fifth.
It was a battle of the fittest in the Exhaust Plus Sportsmen
feature.After being challenged for the lead by three
different drivers, Jerrod Loging was able to capture the
checkered flag.
Loging grabbed the lead early but then had to fight off Bill
Martin, Jake Arneson and Steve Bachman who where all
gunning for the top spot.

At the halfway point it looked as though Bachman was
going to succeed in overpowering Loging, but instead got
shuffled back to fourth after Martin squeezed past him for
the second spot and Arneson snuck into third.
The shuffling continued right up to the last lap when
Martin made a run on Loging, got loose and Arneson tried
to steal the second spot. He fell short though.

Moore, Warthan and Challet all tried to overpower the
leader, but none were able to gain enough ground.
Moore finished second, Warthan third, Andy Moore fourth
and Challet fifth.
The ANTS Complete Pest Control Hornets joined the
racing action Saturday. Ryan Happel and Kevin Turner
each grabbed a feature win.

Martin was able to hold onto second, Arneson third,
Bachman fourth and Greg Scheck rounded out the top five.
Jordan Myers escaped with the feature win in the United
Auto Supply Thunderstox division after going three-wide
for the lead with Brad Warthan and Mark Challet.
Myers was able to jump to the point when Adam Moore
joined the three-car battle.

www.theracingconnection.com
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Wolff Picks Up First Win of the Year at Raceway Park
By Kevin Busse

Martin DeFries photo

The Leo’s South / C.F.
Moto High Performance
NASCAR Hobby Stocks
were the division to watch
this past Sunday night at
Raceway Park in Shakopee.
The tracks premier division
in the NASCAR Whelen
All-American Series got off
to a shaky start earlier in the
evening when a multi-car
incident during a heat race
left “The Lonsdale Freight
Train” Brent Kane, and
Greg Borchardt of Prior
Lake with badly torn up
machines following the collision, leaving both race teams
scrambling in the pit area for the majority of the night trying
to piece their cars together enough to make it out for the
feature run. Both drivers made it, but because of the
damage and starting positions toward the back of the line
up, had trouble moving up through traffic during the
course of the run.
Shakopee’s Mark Hawes took the early lead at the start of
the feature, followed by Chaska driver Jeremy Wolff to
second on lap 2. With 20 laps to go, Wolff was pulling up
next to Hawes on the outside, challenging for the point.
With Hawes and Wolff in the battle, Jacob Goede of Carver
joined up with the leaders with 17 laps remaining, which
quickly turned into a 4 way fight as Conrad Jorgenson of
Lakeville closed in from 4th the very next lap. With 12 laps
to go the top 4 were all side-by-side, as Wolff was able to
keep a bumper just ahead of Hawes at the line as the laps
clicked down. The Chaska driver locked in the lead with 10
laps to go, leaving Hawes and Goede side-by-side for
second in a run that continued to the checkered flag. Wolff
took his first feature win of the season, followed by Hawes
in second, and Goede just beating Jorgenson to the line for
third.
In the twin Turtle’s Bar & Grill Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8
features, Todd Tacheny of Mankato stayed out of trouble
in the Crossroads of Doom during the first feature run,
leading the competition from green to checkers. After
starting along side Adam Radiske of Minneapolis, the only
other challenge for the Mankato driver was Shakopee’s
Matt Dickey, who tried to chase down the leader as traffic
began to mix it up in the “X” with 10 laps to go. Tacheny
kept the pace for the win, Dickey second, and Radiske
several car lengths behind for a third place finish.

In the second feature, Danny Johnson of Lakeville took the
opening lap lead after starting next to Bloomington driver
Eric Hake. It quickly turned into a 3-way battle as Mark
Bronstad made the move to second, followed immediately
by Ricky Martin of Farmington to third with 11 laps to go.
Just 2 laps later, Martin was around Bronstad, as both
drivers went to first and second after Johnson swerved in
the crossroads to avoid a crash with slower cars. In this
run, the action in the “X” was intense as near misses
counted down each remaining lap. With 5 laps to go, both
Martin and Bronstad had to slam on the brakes
approaching the intersection as traffic crossing ahead of
the them refused to slow and let the leaders pass. The
scene repeated itself with 2 laps remaining as both drivers
again had to hit the brakes hard to avoid a collision. It was
Ricky Martin at the checkers with his 11th feature win of
the 2013 season, Bronstad in second, and Danny Johnson
crossing third at the line.
In other action, Savage driver Nick Oxborough lead the first
part of the Showcar Supply Mini Stock feature by a huge
margin, until Jack Purcell of Bloomington was able to work
a 3-wide battle for second around Burnsville’s Rylee
Michaelson and Steve Saline of Bloomington with 13 laps
to go. Purcell then set his sites on the leader, chasing him
down with 8 laps remaining, and then passing for the point
one lap later. As Purcell started to build his lead over
Oxborough, a chase for third developed between
Shakopee’s Brandon Plekkenpol, Blake Dorweiler of
Montgomery and Jay Heitz of Waconia that continued for
the final 5 laps of the run. Purcell crossed with a big lead
for the win, Oxborough settled for second, and Heitz
crossed a distant third.
The Monster Energy American Short-Tracker feature was a
green to checkered win for Plymouth driver Dave Reed,

Martin DeFries photos

who grabbed an early
lead from Prior Lake’s
Grant Brown, and then
stayed ahead of a close
pack running side-byside behind him in the
chase for second. It was
the battle for second
between Brown and
another Prior Lake
driver, Charlie Pehrson,
that had the fans
attention, as the two
went back and forth for
the remaining laps until
Pehrson was able to
pass Brown on the last 2
laps heading to the
checkered flag. Reed took an easy win, with Pehrson
second just ahead of a photo finish between Justin
Schelitzche of Lester Prairie and Brown, with Schelitzche
just barely a bumper for third as the group crossed the
finish line.
In the Impact Printing Bomber feature, fans were treated to
another green to checkered win , and another close finish
for position. Nate Borchardt of Prior Lake took the early
race lead, kept the point after a late race caution when Greg
Michaud snapped a wheel in the last 4 laps, and held off
challenge at the restart by Hastings driver Monty Knoll to
hang on for the victory. Knoll just beat out Minnetonka
driver Racin’ Ryan Varner at the line in a battle of inches to
take second, leaving Varner to settle for a hard fought third.
In the Cars for Courage Celebrity Race, Twin City media,
sports, and music celebrities got behind the wheel of the
Raceway Park Track Cars to compete in a fun event in
support of Cars for Courage and the Courage Kenny
Rehabilitation Institute. In race number one WCCO-TV
reporter Rachel Slavik took the trophy for a second year in
a row, with local singer/songwriter Tim Mahoney of NBC’s
“The Voice” getting the second race win as a first time
competitor in the Cars for Courage event.
Eighteen racefans brought their daily-drivers out onto the
quarter mile oval for a round of spectator drags. After
single-elimination races, the final was a battle between Ford
products. Mark Goddard, driving a red 2011 Mustang, beat
out the yellow 1998 Mustang of Rob Guthmiller in a best 2
out of 3 finish, with Cole Staska finishing third driving a
1998 Ford Taurus.
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PAPINI FREEZES FOES FOR COOL 5 VICTORY!
By Eric Huenefeld
On an unseasonably cool July evening,
Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Model point
leader Alex Papini stayed hot, notching his
sixth win of the season, capturing the
division’s 30 lap main event on Nason’s
Landscaping Night at Rockford Speedway.
The race also marked Round III of the Gilley’s
Cool 5, and included a battle between two
drivers who previously had won the first two
rounds of the Late Model ‘Cool 5.’
When the Late Model main took the green,
“Driver X” Jon Reynolds Jr and Joel Clossey
brought the field to the green flag. Reynolds,
using a borrowed car after experiencing issues
with his mount earlier in the evening, wrestled
Clossey for the top spot over the race’s first
seven laps. As Clossey and Reynolds raced in
close quarters, the rest of the field followed
suit. The opening laps of the main event
resembled restrictor plate-style racing normally reserved for
Daytona or Talladega. But eventually, as is usually the
case on the superspeedways, those large packs tend to be
broken up by the slightest slip. The slip happened in turn
two in lap seven, as Clossey and Reynolds came together
exiting the corner. Papini, who had moved from fifth to
third, barely escaped the incident. After the yellow flag
flew, Clossey was sent to the back, while Reynolds headed
to the pits after making hard contact with the turn two wall.
The damage was enough to sideline Reynolds for the
evening.
When racing resumed, Papini had a mirror full of the seventime Rockford Speedway track champion Ricky Bilderback.
Papini and Bilderback, winners of the two previous Gilley’s
Cool 5 events, would decide the third round of the five race
series among themselves. Bilderback closed numerous
times on Papini after the restart, but was never able to make
a move on the leader. In the last six laps, Papini opened a
lead on Bilderback, sailing to his division-leading sixth win
of the season. Bilderback finished in second, advancing six

spots from his eighth starting spot. Jerry Gille got credit for
third, with Jake Gille fourth and Clossey advancing back to
fifth place.
Howie Ware finally broke through in the Bargain Hunter
Sportsman division. Ware, making his return to the division
after racing the last several years in the Roadrunner class,
captured the win in the 25 lap Sportsman feature. Ware
shared the front row with Chad Smith and quickly moved to
the lead, holding off Bobby Frisch for the win. Frisch tied
his season-best effort, finishing the 25 laps in second
place. Johnny Robinson II battled Frisch for second for ten
laps in the feature, before settling for third. Two-time track
champion Doug Bennett extended his point lead with a
fourth place run, while Justin Sellers had another stellar
run, collecting a fifth place finish.
Scotty Hoeft has had an eventful year in the Miller Lite
American Short Tracker class, usually eventful in all the
wrong ways for Hoeft and his team. But Saturday night, all
which had been bad turned to good for the Watertown,

Wisconsin resident.
Hoeft ran to the lead
early in his class’s 25
lap main event, while
holding off the laterace advances of Kyle
Lapier and Zach
Rodriguez en route to
his first American
Short Tracker feature
race victory since 2011.
Lapier, who started in
seventh place, made a
furious charge over the
final ten laps, ending
the race just a half car
length short of his
fourth victory of the
year. Rodriguez fell to
third place, behind
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
Lapier and Hoeft, with
point leader Nick Cina
Jr taking fourth. Rodney Gilley rounded out the top five.
Jason Van Hise has preformed best in the brightest
spotlight this year in the Rockstar Energy Drink
Roadrunner division. A winner of the first Gilley’s Cool 5
Roadrunner feature back in May, Van Hise returned to
victory lane Saturday night, capturing his second Cool 5
win of the year. The Loves Park driver made his move for
the lead on lap five of the 20 lapfeature race, snagging the
lead form pole sitter Curt Nighswonger. Van Hise never
looked back on the way to the win, but did feel pressure in
the race’s final corner from Dennis Smith Jr. Smith, seeking
his fourth win of the year and second straight, dove inside
of Van Hise in turn four coming to the checkered flag. Both
cars made contact, yet were able to carry on to the stripe,
with Van Hise edging Smith by under a car length. Terrance
Robinson finished third, advancing from his 16th starting
spot, while point leader Arlyn Roush finished fourth,
advancing from his 17th starting spot. 73-year old Gene
Marocco rounded out the top five.

Mini Grand Prix
winners are joined by
Miss Winnabago
County Fair Queen.

14-year-old Deanna Chandler won her first race at
Rockford Speedway
(Jimmy Ambruoso photo)

Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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DECKER DASHES TO ROUND FOUR ROMP, CONTINUES TO
MAKE HISTORY
TUNDRA Race Report
By the time the final chapter is written for the TUNDRA
Super Late Model Series 2013 season Paige Decker’s name
will be all over the history books. Decker recorded two
feats which will never be washed from history becoming
the first female and first rookie to win a TUNDRA event. “I
knew I was the first female, but then when they said I was
the first rookie, that just topped it off. It feels awesome. I’m
speechless,” the 20 year old from Eagle River said.

incident. Paige Decker pushed ahead on the inside line of
Ferguson on the first lap. Ferguson was left to deal with
Tim Hintz, Matt Pyburn and Eugene Gregorich Jr. in the top
five.

row for the restart. Once again Decker held the advantage
through turns one and two over Ferguson. This time
Decker’s rookie counterpart Matt Pyburn kept pace and
stole second from Ferguson.

As Ferguson and Hintz scrapped for second, Decker began
to stretch out her lead. Ferguson fought off the advances
of Hintz by lap five and slipped away from the third-place
battle. Hintz slowly regressed after the battle with Ferguson
and watched Pyburn, Frank Nitzke, Mike Egan and Brandon
Selle move past by lap 10.

While Decker and Pyburn separated themselves from the
rest of the pack, Ferguson fell back on the high line. In the
five laps following the restart Egan, Selle and Panitzke all
took advantage of the inside line to swoop past Ferguson
and round out the top five.

The elder Decker sister was the first female to record a top
ten finish (Round One), the highest
qualified female (second in Round One)
and the best finishing female (seventh in
Round Three at LaCrosse) prior to besting
a field of 30 at Golden Sands.
Decker said the win may have looked
dominating in nature, but there were still
nervous moments, even after seizing the
lead from outside-pole-sitter Amanda
Ferguson at the drop of the green. “I was
really nervous the whole time. I was
nervous even with two to go,” she said.
“Toby [Nuttleman, Paige’s crew chief] was
really just trying to calm me down. I knew
the car was good, and it wasn’t falling off
at all.”
The feature event got off to an unfortunate
start for Decker Racing as a team, however.
After setting the second fastest time of the
Jeff Blaser photo
evening, Claire Decker made it no further
than the start/finish line at the outset of
the 60-lap feature. With cars checking up
and scurrying to avoid one another, Claire’s machine
Behind those battles TUNDRA point leaders Dalton Zehr
darted off the track into the outside retaining wall and
and Nick Panitzke moved toward the top five. By lap 20
protective barrels. Jeff Weinfurter was also collected and
Zehr had begun to slide back and fell into a battle with Tom
sustained heavy damage to his machine. Both drivers were
Lindquist for tenth. Panitzke, who earlier in the evening set
unharmed.
fast time, quickly closed the gap on Selle. Before he had the
chance to challenge the caution fell as fluid was spewing
After red flag conditions and a cleanup on the front
from Jordan Ives’ machine. The TUNDRA barrel was
straight, the field was shown the green flag without
placed and Ferguson decided to rejoin Decker in the front

Just past the halfway point Decker continued to grow her
lead over Pyburn. By lap 37 Pyburn had
company in the runner up spot. Egan
surveyed his options for several laps
before sliding to the outside of Pyburn and
taking the second spot on lap 40. Just two
laps later Selle made the same move and
grabbed third.
Egan seemed to have a machine that could
contend with Decker, but it became clear
he would need the help of a caution to
make up the track position Decker had
gained while Egan was scrapping for
second with Pyburn. “If we would have
got a caution I would have taken the high
side and we would have had a gloves-off
competition,” Egan said. “It would have
been a lot of fun.”
However, the opportunity never came for
Egan, Selle and Panitzke to battle Decker
and she cruised to a win that sent a charge
through the crowd. When she emerged
from her machine in victory lane a large
cheer roared through the grandstands. “This feels good
because it’s a TUNDRA race, bigger than a local show, and
it was a good feeling when I heard the crowd going wild.
All smiles the rest of the night,” Decker said.
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

Street Stock/Sportsmen Parts
LaCrosse, WI

www.dcaracefab.com

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

I-90 and Hwy. 162 Bangor, WI 54614-0409
800-562-0907 www.wehrschevrolet.com

952-461-3300
www.brothersjorgensonracing.com

impact
print
ing
printing
651-489-0803
www.aRaceWorthWinning.org

www.impactprintingink.com

Appleton, WI

920-739-1550
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Proud sponsors of;
Adam Royle, Jonny Hentges & Vince Corbin
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Retro Issue Available August 15

The IMCA Old Timers recently visited Cedar Lake Speedway, Elko Speedway and Raceway Park
(Martin DeFries photo - left, Vince Peterson photo - right)

Justice Brothers Diesel Fuel Supplements
Approved for BIO-DIESEL and
Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel
Diesel Fuel Supplement:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Lubricates Rotary Pumps
Cleans Injectors
Increases Power
Disperses Water
Controls Bacteria & Algae
Advanced Formula for Low-Sulfer Fuels

Diesel Fuel Antigel:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Reduces Cold Filter Plug Point
Prevents Fuel Filter Icing
Cetane Improver
Lowers Cloud Point
Reduces Wax Formation
Improves Cold Weather Starting

